Harness the power of PDF

What is iText DITO?
iText DITO is our low-code document
document generator for creating and
maintaining your data-driven templates and
forms. Our dual approach to PDF document
generation combines the ease-of-use of a
familiar template designer, together with a
powerful, platform-agnostic backend that
ties in neatly with your IT systems for
high-performance processing.

Produce large quantities of PDFs very
quickly.
Comply with accessibility regulations,
effortlessly.
Unburden your developers with more
approachable template design.
Save time and money all throughout the
document life cycle.

Smart tip: Did you know iText DITO is built on the award winning iText 7 PDF
SDK? All of the power of iText 7 Core – no coding skills required.

How does iText DITO work?
With iText DITO, you can rely on a two-stage approach for maximal convenience, and
high-throughput document processing.
DESIGN

INTEGRATION

iText DITO’s web-based template design
studio offers a familiar environment for
crafting smart document templates. Easily
link up data in your designs with data
bindings and document previews.

The powerful iText 7 powered PDF engine
speaks your platform’s language. Hook it
up in no time using the Java SDK, or by
deploying to Docker, to start cranking out
PDF documents.

Dynamically insert
images from input
data or resources

Auto expand tables and
lists based on arrays in
the data collection

Apply conditional logic
to insert and format
content

Format data as text,
number, currency,
percentage or date/time

Calculate subtotals,
discounts, tax amounts
and more
Generate barcodes
fromnumeric data
or URLs

Harness the power of PDF

Features
Enterprise
Grade

Fast and
Convenient

iText DITO is scalable, robust, capable of
mass volume and ideal for large enterprise
usage.
Universal
Accessibility

iText DITO reduces the time to develop
templates. It makes both maintenance and
updating of templates easier and faster.
iText DITO
API

By building on top of our flagship PDF
library, iText DITO is able to produce PDF/
UA compliant documents out-of-the-box.
Comply with the ADA Act, Section 508 or the
WCAG without even trying.
Visual Template
Designer

The iText DITO API gives developers the
flexibility to integrate its functionality into
existing processes and can be customized to
meet your document workflow requirements.
It is available as either a Java SDK or a
Docker image with a straightforward and
programming language agnostic RESTful API
for convenient deployment and scaling

iText DITO uses an interface to build
templates via drag and drop, replacing
cumbersome coding.

We’re also developers!
In our 20 years of code, we know how important it is to have good documentation, and good
processes in place. You can always find comprehensive documentation and code examples
online. Commercial customers can also count on our world-class in-house customer support,
offering direct access to expert assistance from our development team.

Get iText DITO

Scan the QR-code or go to the link below:
itextpdf.com/try-dito

